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Electronic World Music Artist Set to Elevate Jackie O’s 
 
Athens, OH (February 27) – Continuing a practice of bringing diverse entertainment to Southeast Ohio, 
A-Town Roots Productions is pleased to bring Govinda to Jackie O’s Pub. On March 13 Govinda’s 
Decadence Tour will be rolling through Athens, joined by Columbus’s Baby Hands.  
 
Govinda is the alter-ego of Austin-based producer/DJ/composer Shane Madden. Madden began 
studying violin and composition at the age of eight and went on to study classical violin at the University 
of Texas, where he fell in love with electronic music production. Since his dive into the electronic world, 
Madden has taken his love of the violin and mashed it with the sounds of modern electronic dance 
music and the international music styles he has trained in across the globe.  
 
Govinda has performed alongside Bassnectar, STS9 and Shpongle and has appeared at multiple festivals 
across North America, including SXSW, Coachella, Wakarusa and Rootwire. His life performance is more 
of an experience than anything, aimed at immersing audience members in an atmosphere of exotic bass 
vibrations, intermixed with tantalizing visual projections and mesmerizing vocals. This, combined with 
hypnotizing violin work, will elevate the consciousness of audience members and keep them in a dream-
like state of dance.  
 
Starting the night off will be Baby Hands, a funk-based jam band started by Sassafraz bassist Jake 
Goldberg. Since their recent inception, Baby Hands has been captivating regional audiences with their 
live shows and “Super Jams.”  
 
“We're all really excited to be playing with Govinda,” says Goldberg. “People can expect a party for sure, 
and we’re going to be bringing the heat early to keep on par with Govinda. Plus, we love Jackie O’s! The 
room always brings out a great vibe in the crowd.” 
 
A-Town Roots will also raffle off tickets to Color Dance Music Festival, being held May 15.  Local artists 
will be live painting and showcasing many of their visual works. Presale tickets can be purchased for $7 
at www.atownroots.com/events/. Tickets at the door will be $10 for 21+ and $12 for 18. Music starts at 
10:00 pm.  
 
A-Town Roots Productions in an entertainment company based out of Athens, OH, aimed at showcasing 
unique musical and artistic talent and empowering the community with values taught by the town of 
Athens. For more information, visit www.atownroots.com. 
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